NoGa News
North Georgia QRP Club
April 2007 Meeting
The April 2007 meeting was held on April 14
at the Wieuca Road Baptist Church, 2636
Peachtree Road, Atlanta. NoGa meetings are
held on the 2nd Saturday of each month.
Norm, WA4ZXV was our Emcee for the
meeting. The following were present:
WAQO, Jim
W4DU, Ken
AE4NY, Russ
KX4OM, Ted
N4TRB, Brian
N4LY, Lawson
KI4IXR, Steve
W4BLB, Bobby

K8EAB, Wey
KE6TI, Harold
W4PDZ, Jim
AA4CX, Bob
AF4MN, Guy
K4RAB, Rick
K4WX, Barry
KO4WX, Mike
KE4UMT, Dave

Norm, WA4ZXV - At the helm of the
NoGaNauts' ship

NoGa 80 meter weekly CW net report

Opening remarks - Norm, WA4ZXV
It was a pretty fair turnout for what was
projected to be a rainy day, starting midmorning. Norm kicked off the meeting with
discussion of whether NoGa wants to have a
table at the upcoming Atlanta Hamfest at Jim
Miller Park in May. No one could recall the
exact date of the hamfest. One concern
voiced by several members was that we had
changed our meetings to the 2nd Saturday
each month to try to avoid such conflicts.
(The date of the Atlanta Hamfest is actually
June 2nd, so no conflict - NoGa logic
prevails! - ed.) NoGa will commit to a table
at the Hamfest, and members are encouraged
to man the post, bring some QRP-related
items to discuss, and generally spread the
QRP word.

Guy, AF4MN, our faithful and determined
weekly 80 meter net control, reported that we
are still unsettled on the exact frequency and
time, following the band refarming by the
FCC. He reported that Pickett, AD4S and
Jim, W4QO have been checking in. Guy and
the group agreed that we will try 3577 kHz
for the frequency, and Guy will CQ the net at
9:00 and 9:30 each Tuesday (EDT).
Members are urged to make a point of
checking into the net to support the club and
Guy's unfailing efforts. (Note from the
editor: some type of wire WILL go out the
window in the next two weeks, and the HW101, failing tubes and all, will try to crank
out a signal on 80m...straight key and D-104
PTT to keep the T/R relay from clacking!)
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FDIM Discussion
Norm next started a discussion on FDIM,
which is rapidly approaching. At least four
NoGa members (among those present at the
meeting) are going to attend. Norm reports
that close to 200 have registered already. He
gave a brief rundown of the schedule of
FDIM, along with the Dayton Hamfest. The
technical talks are on Thursday. Ken,
W4DU, QRP ARCI VP highlighted some of
the speakers and topical areas. Wes
Hayward, W7ZOI will be among the bright
lights who are speaking this year. Also,
Martin Jue, founder of MFJ Enterprises, will
speak, along with the Reverend George
Dobbs, longtime editor of SPRAT. Ken
mentioned that the Webmaster for the QRP
ARCI, Steve, G4GXL will be coming over
the pond to attend in order to hear the
presentation on software defined radio.
Member Reports
Wey, K8EAB, reminding us of his long time
complaint of having to drag along his bulky
antenna analyzer for setting up his BuddiPole and other antennas, brought a special
version of the KD1JV-designed 'Tenna
Dipper that he got on the web. Wey's
version not only has a blindingly bright LED
for the match indicator, it has a 7-segment
LED digital frequency readout to four
places. His only concern is figuring out a
better package, as the unit has the batteries
attached in a row to the back of the Altoids
tin, unprotected from unspecified threats
(knowing Wey's proclivity to operate from
warm and sunny beachfronts in the
Caribbean, probably sand crabs with a taste
for heavy metals and electrolyte - ed.) Wey
also showed off an Elecraft dummy load in a
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Wey's 'Tenna Dipper plus freq counter
plastic box. He reported that he has worked
some DX, including N8S, the DXpedition to
Swains Island in American Samoa (hence
the N prefix) on 7 bands, missing 10m so
far.
Bobby, W4BLB is putting together a kit of
stuff to take on trips, including laptop, etc.
He's looking seriously at an IC-703+.
Lawson, N4KY has just been doing some
operating.
Steve, KI4IXR has built an unusual
receiver...it picks up sounds made by bats as
they fly around. The ultrasonic RF(?) stage
converts the signal to audio. It's also useful
for detecting high-frequency audio from
various appliances, etc. Steve has also built
the "Sudden Storm" receiver, a GQRP
design that is a good mate for the Tuna Tin
2. He hasn't done any work this month on
the 6L6 transmitter-in-progress.
Russ, AE4NY brought in some door prizes,
and he has been doing a bit of operating.
He worked Jim, W4QO before the net one
evening.

Steve, KI4IXR's Sudden Storm Receiver
Ted, KX4OM has been involved in a major
shack/workshop/home office relocation ,as
his daughter and grandson are moving in.
Ted and Jim, W4QO have been scheming
10m antennas to work the North Fulton
Amateur Radio League "Techs on Ten" net at
9:00 on Friday nights. Ted put up a version
of a coaxial end-fed dipole (vertical, topping
out at about 50 feet). Unfortunately, when
cut to the presumed specs at for 28.470, it
showed a 1.1:1 at 26.400. After applying the
formula for moving up 2 MHz, it showed
1.7:1 at 27.400. This dipole is a variant of
the "cut the shield at 8.x feet, and current
flows inside and outside the shield"-type
dipole. Ted built it with an external shield,
cut the same length as the continuation of the
center conductor, and used a 5-turn coaxial
choke at the bottom of the added shield,
which was wrapped in tape. Guy, AF4MN
provided a parsimonious solution: don't
measure the SWR with an analyzer, which
doesn't show resonance; measure the added
shield for resonance with a grid dip meter.
Ted and Jim agreed that was a good way to
proceed for further experimentation.
Barry, K4WX has been kit-accumulating.
He's waiting for the next production of the
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KD1JV ATS3 Sprint. Meanwhile, his
daughter is ready to take her Technician
exam, and his other daughter is taking her
General. Now this is beyond strange: after
what seemed to be an unwinnable battle,
Barry finally got his Georgia Ham Radio
license plate. The problem is somewhat
absurd...in Georgia, all O's on license plates
are actually considered 0's. Barry couldn't
get his plate because of Mike, KO4WX!
(who happened to sit next to Barry at the
meeting). So, Mike's plate is not KO4WX,
it's K04WX, in the State's system. Barry
therefore could not get K4WX because "4"
and "04" are treated as the same in the
computerized system! Ted pointed out that
he was then actually not KX4OM ("Old
Man", in ham lingo), but KX4"Zero Man";
or as Mike put it, KX4"No Man".
Government never ceases to amaze and
stupify us.
Dave, KE4UMT just received his General
ticket in February, after being out of the
hobby for awhile. This was Dave's first
NoGa meeting, and he is now a full member
with all privileges conveyed. Welcome,
Dave, and glad you came and checked us
out! Dave followed up with an email to the
NoGa yahoo group (nogaqrp) saying that he
really enjoyed the meeting, and he will be
back.
Mike, KO4WX has been busy with a
myriad of things, not the least of which was
putting the next issue of QRP Quarterly to
bed. The club recognized Mike's effforts
over the past four years of his stewardship as
Editor-in Chief with a hearty round of
applause. Mike is anxious to start building
again, and he also has acccepted an ARES

Emergency Coordinator position. (Mike was
also active in ARES work during Hurricane
Katrina - ed.) Mike also pointed out that
that there is a display of prohibited items as
carry-ons at the airport, one of which is a
typical Yuasa gel cell battery. Better to
check those as baggage.
Rick, K4RAB showed off his new
multiband PAR Electronics end-fed half
wave antenna. Dale Parfitt, W4OP's "EF"
series antennas have gotten rave reviews 79 reviews on eHam.net, score of dead-solid
perfect 5.0/5.0. (No surprise there...check
out Dale's homebrew receivers at http://
www.elecraft.com/PictureGallery/NewPics2/
w4op_rx_ec2.jpg and the famous "Blue
Glow" receiver at http://
www.parelectronics.com/pics/
W7ZOI11%20copy.jpg, http://
www.parelectronics.com/pics/
W7ZOI11%20copy.jpg, and http://

www.parelectronics.com/pics/w7zoi14.jpg. ed.)
Ken, W4DU says he has committed himself
to going into his shack and working 3 QSOs
each day. Ken also brought in a real treasure
he has recently acquired. In the mid 1960's,
Ken started building one of the famous HBR
receivers published in QST, getting the
cabinet, and some parts put together. He has
never forgotten that, and he recently found
an HB 13 for sale and snapped it up.
(Editor's note - see the HBR Receiver Web
Site at http://www.qsl.net/k5bcq/HBR/
hbr.html#Pic, with links to photos of over
100 of these beautiful homebrew rigs). Ken
also showed a completed version of the
transmitter for the FDIM Buildathon.

Ken, W4DU's HBR 13
Some of the plug-in coils are shown

W4DU &
FDIM
XMTR

Rick, K4RAB's multi-band PAR Electronics
end-fed half wave antenna. This version
uses a trap. The feed point match unit is in
Rick's right hand.
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Guy, AF4MN is trying to clean out some
"junk" (Guy's "junk" would make most of us
young whipper-snapperish old timers drool
with lust and envy -ed.) He's now found

some 1965 decoders for mobile telephones
that have Germanium diodes and transistors in
them. Low voltage drops. Guy showed a
couple of battery chargers he's homebrewed
using common LM723s, capable of charging
fairly high-capacity gel cells. Also, when
checking the inductance of some 48V relays,
he found them to be on the order of 24
Henries. A couple of us who have been
searching for high inductance coils for use in
regen receivers immediately volunteered to
relieve Guy of those burdens. Then Guy says
that as little as 10 uHy will do, in most cases
(and I had some of those all along, after
looking high and low for audio interstage
transformers, etc. to use as chokes -ed.).

Guy, AF4MN's homebrew battery charger
modules
Bob, AA4CX is about half way through
building the W7ZOI MKII transmitter, uglystyle. He showed it to the NoGa Lunch
Bunch on Thursday of this past week, and it
looks good. Bob says it works good, too.
Bob has also been playing around with the
Rufz CW program. (go to http://
www.rufzxp.net/ -ed.) Rufz in the
abbreviation of the German phrase,
"Listening to Callsigns". You build your CW
copying speed by copying the call signs sent,
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and retyping them into the program. Get it
right, and it speeds up; wrong, and it slows
down. Apparently it's all the rage in
Europe, where international competions are
held. The new version runs on Windows,
from XP back to 98.
Jim, W4PDZ has been playing around with
battery chargers. (This month, we are
starting a series of special focus topics for
the NoGa Newsletter, and the first one is a
HamShack Visit...with Jim, who is a
dedicated homebrewer and CW op. -ed.)
Harold, KE6TI has been busy with new
projects at work. He recently bought some
parts from Antique Electronics Supply, who
have several types of fairly high value
capacitance, multi-section GE variable caps
in the $3 to $5 price range. Some of these
have a 2 to 1 tuning ratio. Harold has a
half-dozen or so projects in the planning
stage, which means, prepare to be amazed,
guys. (Harold's article in the Winter QRP
Quarterly on a sweep generator circuit for
filter measurements making use of an
oscilloscope and the W7ZOI/W7PUA Log
Power Meter was transcendent. -ed.)
Door Prizes:
We had some exceptional door prizes this
time. As usual, we had the $15 gift
certificate for Ham Radio Outlet, an
unfailing NoGa supporter. There were two
really fine kits: First, the NorCal Firefly,
designed by Dan Tayloe, N7VE and kitted
by Hendricks Kits, is a Software Defined
Radio receiver and VXO-controlled
transmitter. (Go to http://www.qrpkits.com/
firefly.html for a description of this amazing
little rig. -ed.) The second kit was the
KD1JV-designed 'Tenna Dipper, a PIC-

based low power antenna analyzer and
tuning aid. (The description and the homebrewable prototype is at http://
kd1jv.qrpradio.com/tennadipper/
tenna_dipper.HTM. The kitted commecial
version is available from the Four State
QRP Club at http://4sqrp.com/kits/td/td.htm.
-ed.) Guy, AF4MN won the Firefly SDR,
and your editor, KX4OM won the 'Tenna
Dipper (I homebrewed the little brother of
the 'Tenna Dipper, the Tuner Dipper, and I
thought that was pretty special! -ed.)
At the end of the meeting, Jim, W4QO
showed off a very nice RockMite, integrated
with a Bencher paddle and keyer.

The spotlight on our local members and
their activities hopefully will provide
insight in to those of us who can't get out to
the meetings, and for our large following of
NoGa members and interested fellow
QRPers and homebrewers worldwide.
April Special Feature: HamShack Visit
with NoGa member Jim Hill, W4PZD

Jim lives in southern Cherokee County,
Georgia, a few miles from the Cobb and
Fulton County lines. He graciously allowed
me to visit his home to see his shack and
take photos. Jim has been a member of
NoGa for several years, and his primary
interest is in homebrewing and experimenting. Like many of us, his interests are
not strictly QRP...we'll take a closer look at
that very large aluminum box later.

W4QO integrated RockMite station

NoGa News
 

For added interest for NoGa members, the
NoGa News will periodically include a
Special Feature section. Planned features
for the near future include DXing,
Contesting, Homebrewing and HamShack
visits. The editor will visit with NoGa
members and conduct interviews on the
special feature topic, and generally nose
around the featured member's shack. For
HamShack Visits, there will be a lot of
nosing around and taking pictures.

Currently Jim has a few antennas up. The
primary HF antenna is an 80 meter doublet,
fed with 450 Ohm window line to a balun
mounted on the side of his house, just on the
other side of the wall of his operating
position. From there, RG-8 goes through
the wall to the station. He also has a 2 meter
and up discone-type antenna, and a 6 meter
rotatable dipole on the roof. Jim didn't want
to compromise the integrity of the roof, so
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he built a saddle from 2 x 4's weighted down
with milk jugs filled with sand and supports
the mast and rotator with that (the jugs are
not visible from the front of the house).
Jim has a drive-under garage, partitioned
into two separate sections. The large section
beyond the garage is devoted to his ham
station, and I do mean it's large. It is bigger
than my entire basement+garage, and it's
carpeted and air conditioned. You could
house a DXpedition in there!

Above is the RF unit of Jim's homebrew 8040-20 meter linear amp. It uses three 811's
and puts out 600 Watts. Jim admits that he
rarely uses it. Notice the screws on the
cabinet and panel - this unit is really built
sturdily. Many hours of sheet metal work
went into it, which Jim says he didn't enjoy
all that much. It uses tuned inputs for all
three bands, and the very smooth roller
inductor for the RF output match is very
nice. It has three rings of what appear to be
frequency ranges on the dial. If anyone can
identify the make and model of the inductor,
please email the NoGa QRP Yahoo group.
To the right of the dial there is a white J in a
white circle.

W4PDZ workshop
Jim's workshop area is back in the garage,
and again, it is very spacious. About a third
of the area is shown in the above photo.
The heater under the work table is a
giveaway to one of his concerns. It's not
HVAC-controlled (although the entire
basement-garage area is insulated). It is
very nicely organized, and the swing-arm
magnifier comes in handy with PC board
work. Notice the two meters on the bench.
Jim has a box full of Simpson, Triplett,
Westinghouse and others for planned and
ongoing projects for power supplies and
amplifiers.

Sitting on top of the amp is an MFJ
VersaTuner V, the 3 kiloWatt series.

Jim offered to remove the cover for a photo,
but all of those screws...fortunately, he had
some 35mm pics of the inside, so I took a
picture of those. Notice the Altoids tin
enclosing the meter shunts. Who but a
QRPer would have thought of that?

Did I mention that Jim isn't strictly QRP?
Let's check out a homebrew pileup-buster.
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The power supply for the amp is a story in
itself. Some of us have rewound old TV
transformers, usually to replace the high
voltage winding with new windings of
heavy gauge wire to make high current 12
Volt supplies. Removing all of that very fine
secondary wire is a pain, and then driving
out the E-core laminations is another chore.
Typically, you count the turns on the 5 Volt
winding as you remove it to get the proper
turns ratio. Well, that's what Jim did, but he
rewound with #22 wire (I think; he thought
it was #24, but we were looking at a spool,
not the wire of the transformer) for a new
high voltage rating...and he did it on two
transformers, ultimately wiring them in
series for the required high voltage!

time-delay relay for powering up the circuit.
Jim used black phonolic terminal strips and
terminal lugs for virtually all internal
interconnections. The caps are 650uF @
450V, each.
This is actually Jim's 2nd homebrew QRO+
linear amp. He built one using four 811's,
and decided that since he didn't use it much,
he sold it, which he really regrets. Jim used
an Ameritron power transformer in the
power supply for that rig. Now, he's given
some thought about selling this one (I just
shook my head on that idea!). He has been
studying the classic 4-transitor 600 Watt amp
in the old Motorola Application Note.
Speaking of transistor amps, and back on the

Here is the method: Jim clamped the spool
in a rig on the bench, walked to the end of
the garage with the paper lamination-free
core, and walked back to the spool, winding
by hand and counting the turns. Having
done this for a measly 15 Volt transformer
myself, that boggles my mind! How many
shoes did he wear out? I didn't ask. I asked
Jim if he was able to drive all of the
laminations back in for the transformers, and
he said "all but 5 or six", which matched my
experience.

Jim housed the supply in a nice heavy duty
box he found, which fortunately for photo
purposes has a slide-off top. In fact the
entire unit slides out as well. Bottom right
in the 1st photo is a foot switch for PTT of
the amp. The red unit in the 2nd photo is a

subject of QRP-related building, Jim built a
nice little amp using an MRF449A, shown
above. Jim built this amp from a circuit in the
classic Solid State Design for the Radio
Amateur book to use with a homebrew QRP
transmitter he built. He's also looking at the
WA2EBY amp from QST in March 1999 that
uses a pair of cheap IRF510 switching
MOSFETs in push pull. That amp delivers
about 20 Watts through 15m at 13.8 Volts, and
well over 40 Volts with a 28 Volt supply.
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Here's one final look at Jim, W4PDZ, in a
blast from the past, around age 18. The rig
is a DX-100 and HQ-140.

Above is a closeup of Jim's operating
position. A couple of things are noteworthy.
One is the homebrew keyer to the right of
Jim's hand (Jim prefers CW over phone).
The second is the homebrew keypad on the
table below the IC-706. Jim homebrewed
this using a straight matrix keypad from an
old data entry terminal, and he bought the
sloped-front box at a hamfest. Inside the
box is a simple circuit using a PIC16F84 that
decodes the keypad and provides all sorts of
control functions for the transceiver,
including digital frequency input, band
change, last frequency recall, and a whole
list of other functions. Jim gave me a demo,
and my mind was a blur trying to assimilate
all of the details on the features (I sold my
FT-817 and went back to boatanchors and
homebrew rigs because of my dislike of all
of the menu layers; this setup of Jim's seems
far more straightforward to operate).

That does it for the April 2007 edition of the
NoGa News. If you have comments, please
contact me at kilocycles@yahoo.com
directly, or post a message to the nogaqrp
Yahoo group (nogaqrp@yahoogroups.com).
73,
Ted Bruce KX4OM

I hope you've enjoyed this virtual peek into
Jim's shack as much as I did actually being
there. As I said, we'll see more hamshacks
in the NoGa News, and we'll have photos
from the the other planned features as well.
I have tentatively lined up a couple of
features for future editions, pending the allimportant approval from the XYL as to
presentability issues, etc.
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